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ideas of every kind, and never perceived that a changing world
demanded policies far different from those in which he had been
trained at the court of Elizabeth. At a time when the centre
of political gravity was rapidly shifting, he left no mark at all
upon constitutional history. An observation his cousin, Francis
Bacon, is reputed to have made to James I exactly sums up his
place in the national annals: *I do think he was no fit coun-
sellor to make your affairs better; but yet he was fit to have kept
them from growing worse'.r
It is highly significant that one consequence of the king's
retention of Cecil as his chief minister was the dismissal of
Raleigh from his post as captain of the guard, though a generous
pecuniary compensation was provided. Disappointed ambi-
tion prompted Raleigh to listen to, though probably not to
take an active part in, a wild project of Cobham's to supplant
James by his cousin, Arabella Stuart, an English-born descen-
dant of Margaret, daughter of Henry VII, from whom the
king's title was derived. For this Raleigh was tried, found guilty,
and condemned to death, but reprieved and confined in the
Tower. From a modern standard his trial was unfair, and
posterity has reversed unanimously the contemporary verdict.
Most of the blame must be laid to the procedure then followed
in criminal trials, but Sir Edward Coke conducted the prosecu-
tion with a ferocity perhaps unequalled in English courts of law
until the time of Jeffreys and the cBloody Assize'.
Another sign of the times was revealed at the beginning of
1604, when James issued a proclamation for the choice of mem-
bers of parliament, because in it he directed that all election
returns should be made into chancery, where any found con-
trary to the proclamation would be rejected as unlawful* This
order was responsible for the first of many disagreements between
king and parliament. When the houses met, the unusually large
attendance testified to the importance men attached to the oc-
casion.* From James's opening speech the future of the reign
might have been foretold, for it disclosed at once the wide gulf
fixed between the royal policy and public opinion. After eulo-
gies on the peace with Spain3 and the union of the crowns of
England and Scotland, the king passed to religion. He praised
the church of England, but regretted the existence of two bodies
that refused to live within its folds. The puritans and 'novelists*
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